Special System Water Control Valves, Deluge Type

See General Information for Special System Water Control Valves, Deluge Type
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Deluge type valves, Model FDV30 with control trims E2, EM2, E3, EM3, EM3PR, P, PM, EP, EPM, H, HM, EH, EHM, EP, EPDM rated pressure 375 psig, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 in. and 175 psig rated pressure 12 in. size globe pattern for horizontal or vertical installation. For operation hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, manually or combinations thereof. Manual and automatic reset. The height of the pilot line above the valve is limited as shown in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Model FDVA30 with control trims E2, EM2, E3, EM3, EM3PR, P, PM, EP, EPM, H, HM, EH, EHM, EP, EPDM rated pressure 375 psig, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 in. size angle pattern. For operation hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, manually or combinations thereof. Manual and automatic reset. The height of the pilot line above the valve is limited as shown in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Model FDV10 rated pressure 375 psig 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 in. size diaphragm type for horizontal or vertical installation. For operation hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, manually, or combinations thereof. Manual and automatic reset. The height of the pilot line above the valve is limited as shown in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Model FX, 1-1/2, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 in. sizes, deluge valves for horizontal or vertical installations for pressure not exceeding 250 psig. For operation by, manually, electrically or wet pilot line of sprinklers. Height of pilot line above valve limited as shown in the Installation Instructions. For accessories used with these valves, see listing under "Accessories for Special Systems".

Pressure regulating deluge valves, Model FPDV30 with control trims E2, E3, P, EP, H, EH rated pressure 375 psig in 2, 3, 4 and 6 in sizes with a globe pattern for horizontal or vertical installation. For operation hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, manually or combinations thereof. Manual and automatic reset. The height of the pilot line above the valve is limited as shown in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Authorities having jurisdiction should be consulted before installation.
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